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Vocabulary 
A. Guess a suitable word for each sentence using the following pictures. ( 0.5 point) 

1. Our neighbor had a ……………….. attack last night.  

2. Deaf people use ………….language to communicate.  

B. Match the definitions in column (A) with the appropriate words in column (B). (One item is 
extra in column B) (1 point ) 

  A    B  
3. To form a thing, amount or number ( ) a. calm 
4. Without worry ( ) b. point 
5. A large group of people who live together ( ) c. physical 
6. Relating to the body ( ) d. make up 

e. society 

C. Fill in the blanks with the given words. (One word is extra). ( 1 point) 
 

percent / measured/ popular/ exist/ diet 

7. A: What is the most ………….…. food in your city?  

8. She was being for her wedding dress. 

9. More than 80 ........................... of people have access to the Internet. 

10. You need to have vitamins and minerals in your …..………… . 
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D. One odd out. (0.5 point) 

11. a. depression b. health c. stress d. illness 

12. a. region b. part c. area d. century 

Grammar 
A. Choose the best answer. (2 points( 

13 .................... information does your boss need? 

a. How much b. How far c. How many d. How long 

14. I feel sorry for Elsa. She has .................... friends. 

a. a little b. little c. few d. a few 

15. Bernard ...................... a job yet. 

a. got b. hasn’t got c. hadn’t got d. didn’t get 

16. I 've known Mrs. Johnson ......................2015. 

a. since b. yet c. for d. never 

Writing 
A: Put the words in the box in the correct group. (1 point) 

sugar / meat/ melon/ bread 
 
 

a kilo of a bag of two loaves of a slice of 

17……………… 18…………….. 19…………….. 20…………….. 

  

B: Put the following words in a correct order to make a meaningful sentence. (1.5 points) 

21. speak/ Hector/ fluently/ can/ Hindi? ...................................................................................... ? 
 

22. high/ pressure/my grandma/ blood/has. …………………………………………………... . 

C: Make new words by adding or removing suffixes.(1 point) 
 

verb noun adjective adverb 

23. - rain ………….. - 

24. ………….. translator - - 

25. - nature natural …………… - 

26. create …………… - - 
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Reading 

A. Cloze Test: Choose the best choice.(1point) 

Bad habits and addiction can be ……27…….to health. One day of ……28…… can take around 5 
hours away from the smoker's life. Addiction to ………29…….such as using computers for a long 

time is also……30 So, do your best to avoid bad habits. 

27. a. harmful b. useful c. healthy d. helpful 

28. a. smoke b. to smoke c. smoking d. smoked 

29. a. exercise b. technology c. food d. junk 

30. a. dangerous b. balanced c. effective d. wonderful 

B. Read the passage carefully, then answer the questions.(2.5 points) 

An endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. Nowadays, many languages are 
losing their native speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge and culture disappear with it. 

A lot of endangered languages are in Australia and South America. Some of them are in Asia and 
Africa. The number of live languages of the world is around 7000, and many of them may not 
exist in the future. Many researchers are now trying to protect endangered languages. This can 

save lots of information and cultural values of people all around the world. 

 

A. Are the following sentences True or False? 

31. Endangered languages are losing their native speakers. a.True b.False 

32.The number of live languages of the world is around seven thousands. a.Trueb.False 

 

B. Match two halves. 

33. By protecting languages ( ) a. the knowledge and culture disappear with it. 

34. When a language dies ( ) b. has very few speakers. 

35. An endangered language ( )c. We can save cultural values of people all around     the 
world. 
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